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NOTATION

The following convention for vector and matrix notation is used in this report:

a lower case, underlined, italic letter represents a vector. A
capitalized subscript refers to the coordinate frame in which the
vector is expressed; lower case subscripts indicate components of the
vector, or descriptive information.

U X a vector superscripted with an x indicates the "cross-product" matrix
of the vector,

_Zx = v3 0-v 1

-v2 v I 0

A a capital italicized letter indicates a matrix.

B MA a matrix subscripted in this fashion indicates a transformation
matrix from frame A to frame B.





1.0

The StarLineManeuver (SLM) isa techniqueforupdatingthealignmentofa Space

Shuttle payload's Inertial Measuring Unit (IMU) using measurements made by the orbiter's
star trackers. The technique was developed by the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (CSDL),
and is baselined for the Aeroaseist Flight Experiment (AFE), a spacecraft which is
manifested for the first quarter of 1995. The SLM is similar to the Attitude Match Update
performed for payloads using an Inertial Upper Stage (IUS). However, the SLM is more
accurate since it uses measurements of the distant stars as an alignment reference, rather
than a Space Shuttle IMU. While the SLM has never been used operationally, CSDL has
performed various performance analyses of the technique, including linear covariance error
analyses, parametric studies, and a modified Monte Carlo analysis. In this report, analyses
of the SLM are presented which verify and augment the CSDL performance analyses.

To perform the analyses presented herein, a simplified environment model was
developed using a commercially available interactive software package, Matlab. For its state
dynamics and measurement models, the environment model used those designed into the
SLM algorithm's extended Kalman filter. To model inputs from the AFE IMU resulting from
Space Shuttle maneuvers, a second_)rder expansion about the identity matrix was used in
small steps. Results from this simulation compared favorably with a test case provided by
CSDL, and parametric analyses of two filter design parameters were confirmed.

Thissimulationwas alsousedtoperformMonte CarloanalysisoftheSLM. This
analysiswas usedtoconfirmthattheSLM Kalman filterisan unbiasedand consistent

estimatorovertherangeofexpectedenvironmentstates.The analysisalsoaugmented the
modifiedMonte CarloanalysisofCSDL, by providingbettermean and la performance

estimatesthanare possiblewiththemodifiedtechnique.Inordertolimitthenumber of
runsrequiredfortheanalysis,themethod ofconfidenceintervalswas used. Three hundred

ninety-ninecaseswere run,which resultedina 95% confidencelevelintheresults.These
results showed that the SLM filter's state and error estimates were unbiased and consistent,
and providedan enhancedlookatthefilter'smean and la performance.

While the results presented in this report should enhance the AFE guidance and
navigation community's confidence in the SLM technique, it should be recalled that the
environmentmodelsusedinthisand allpreviousperformanceanalyseswere derivedfrom
thenominalmodelsintheSLM algorithm.Additionalanalysesarerecommended to

characterizethe robustnessofthetechniquetoa widerrangeofenvironmentmodels.
Furthermore, the architecture of the interfaces between the SLM processor and the Space
Shuttle and AFE navigation systems has yet to be determined. The form taken by this
architecture may affect SLM processing.
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2.0 BACKGROUND

The SLM is a technique for aligning the IMU of a spacecraft in the payload bay of the
Space Shuttle, using an extended Kalman filter to process data from the orbiter's star
trackers. Because orbiter star tracker measurements are utilized to establish a reference
frame based on the distant stars, the payload IMU accuracy achievable with this alignment
technique is superior to methods which utilize the orbiter _ as a reference frame.

A deterministic version of the SLM technique was first proposed by Kevin Daly of

CSDL in 1984 [1], as an alternate attitude update method for the Boeing Aerospace
Company's 1"US. While never used by the IUS program, Y.C. Tao of CSDL proposed using the
SLM technique to perform ]R_fUalignment for the AFE in 1987 [2], when that pro_tih_as
confronting weight and cost difficulties. As a result, a heavy and costly star tracker, which
served only to perform this alignment, could be removed from the program. This star tracker
deletion was approved by Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) program managers, with the
concurrence of the AFE Guidance and Navigation (G&N) Mode Team at the Johnson Space
Center (JSC), and the SLM was baselined as the sole IMU alignment method for the mission.
Subsequent SLM design and analysis activities have been performed by Roger Hain of CSDL,
with oversight from the G&N Mode Team at JSC.

In subsequent paragraphs, the AFE navigation accuracy requirements which
motivate the need for a high precision IMU alignment are discussed, along with a high-level
description of the technique. In addition, an overview of performance analyses previously
conducted is given, as well as a discussion of how the analyses presented in this report were
motivated.

2.1 AFE NAVIGATION ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS

2.1.1 MiB6|on Overview

The purpose of the AFE is to execute an aeroassisted maneuver from a
41 x 19,323 nautical mile (nmi) orbit into a 166 x 166 nmi orbit, as currently envisioned by
mission planners. Such a maneuver would form part ofthe mission of a proposed
Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer Vehicle, and would be similar to aerocapture maneuvers which
are proposed for Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) missions to the Moon and Mars. The
AFE's mission objectives include [3]

• Gathering atmospheric entry environmental data,
• Gathering knowledge of high altitude, high Mach number aerodynamic

performance,
• Gaining experience in guidance and control algorithms effective for

aerobraking trajectories, and
• Collecting data for experiments which assess aeroassist flight technology.

The AFE trajectory is depicted in figure 2-1. Approximately one revolution after
aligning its ]MU with the SLM, the vehicle will be deployed from the Space Shuttle into a
160 nmi circular orbit. The spacecraft will next perform a burn which transfers it onto the

elliptical orbit using a Star 63 solid rocket motor (SRM). The spent SRM case will then be



ejected. The subsequent aeropass will place the vehicle into a 184 x 30 nmi orbit. Three
burns will follow to place the vehicle into a 166 nmi circular recovery orbit, and experimental
data will be downlinked. The Space Shuttle will then rendezvous with the AFE, and recover
it using the Remote Manipulator System. Upon return to the ground, the AFE's onboard
experiments and thermal protection tiles will be inspected [4].

(6)Circularizeat166 nmi

184 x 30 nmi

ellipticalorbit

(5) Raise perigee
to 166 nmi

(4)Aeropass

(1)StarLine
Maneuver

(3) SRM bum

(2)Deploy

41 x 19323nmi

f elliptical orbit

Figure 2-1. - AFE Trajectory with Selected Events
(orbital data for information only and subject to change)

2.1.2 Pre-AeronRn Mission Error Analysis

In order to properly compute guidance commands during the aeropass, the AFE's
unknown error in flight path angle at entry interface (El) must not exceed 0.05 degrees, 30.
This unknown error derives principally from five statistically independent navigation system
initialization and measurement errors which propagate to E1 as state vector uncertainties
[5]:

(1) The uncertainty in the Space Shuttle navigation state transferred to the
AFE during the AYE navigation system initialization.

(2) Unmodeled and unsensed translational accelerations from uncoupled jet
firings, atmospheric drag, vents, etc. during the AFE pre-SRM burn coast.

(3) SRM burn acceleration measurement errors that result from AFE IMU
accelerometer bias and scale factor uncertainties.

(4)InitialAFE IMU platformmisalignmentuncertaintiesthatcauseSRM

burn thrustvectorpointingerrors.
(5)Initialuncompensated gyrobiasdriftrateuncertaintiesthatcausethe

IMU platformtodriftas a functionoftimefrom itsidealalignment;these
also cause SRM burn thrust vector pointing errors.



Ofinterest to this report are the last two error sources, since their contributions to the flight
path angle error at E1 can be minimized with an accurate predeployment IMU alignment
such as the SLM.

Linear covariance analysis performed by Frank Kreimendahl of CSDL [6] showed
that a predeployment IMLr fine alignment which provided root mean square (rms) errors of
50 arcsec per axis would result in a 3a flight path angle at EI of 0.033 degrees. This IMU
alignment accuracy specification included an assumption of a gyro drift bias rate of
0.01 degrees/hour.

Based on this study, a 50 arcsec/axis accuracy requirement was placed on the/MU
update quaternion provided by the SLM. While this requirement allows nearly a 36 arcsec
3o "fudge factor" at EI, it should be realized that linear covariance (lincov) analyses are often
more optimistic than Monte Carlo methods. For example, the possibly nonlinear effect on EI
state uncertainty of unmodeled and unsensed translational accelerations (error source (2)
above) cannot be fully examined by lincov analysis. Such effects must be approximated in
lincov studies, for example as velocity random walk errors.

2.2 OVERVIEW OF AFE IMU ALIGNMENT

An idealization of the problem of aligning the IMU of a payload in the Space Shuttle
payload bay is depicted in figure 2-2. The problem is reduced to two dimensions to simplify
the discussion As shown, the orbiter carries a navigation base, assumed to be rigid, upon
which are mounted three IMUs and two star trackers (STs). These IMUs maintain an
estimate of the orientation ofthe mean-of-1950 (MS0) inertial frame with respect to a shuttle
body-fixed coordinate frame. Note that there exists an error associated with this estimate.
At some distance from the navigation base, the AFE is rigidly mounted to the orbiter payload
bay, but due to static and dynamic flexure in the intervening structure, an angular bias
exists between the AFE body frame and the orbiter body frame. Here, the AFE body frame is
considered to be nominally coincident with the shuttle body axes; the angular bias would he
applied to any nominal transformation between the two body-fixed systems.

The simplest alignment scheme, known as a _coarse alignment," is simply to transfer
the orbiter IMU attitude quaternion directly to the payload IMU. The resulting AFE body to
MS0 quaternion contains the structurally induced angular bias, which is thought to be about
1200 arcsecYaxis. This quaternion also includes the estimation error associated with the
orbiter IMUs, which is 82 arcsecYaxis, la, immediately after an orbiter IMU stellar update.
This error derives largely from IMU gimbal angle resolver limitations. While a coarse
alignment is not adequate for most payloads, it is used as an initialization for the fine
alignment techniques discussed below.
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Figure 2-2. - Alignment of the AFE IMU in the Space Shuttle Payload Bay

Dalypresenteda method in[i]toremove thestaticcomponent ofthisstructuralbias.
Thistechnique,calledthe_BodyAxisManeuver _by Daly,ispresentlyusedby theIUS under

the name _Attitude Match Update" (AMU). In the AMU, the shuttle performs rotations
which are sensed by the orbiter IMU and the payload IMU as occurring about differing axes.
The differences are used to estimate the payload bay bending bias. A two-dimensional
depiction of the AMU is shown in figure 2-3. The orbiter rotates 180 ° about the X axis (from
an orbiter-fixed point-of-view, the MS0 frame rotates, as shown in the figure). The payload

IMU senses this maneuver as occurring about a vector v in the X:Y'frame. Ifll. v and ilx,are

the unit vectors in the directions of Ii and X: respectively, then the misalignment a between
X.Y and X'-Y'is given by

a = cos'Z( . %,) (2.1)

In threedimensions,two maneuvers aboutorthogonalaxesarerequired,and therelations
betweenthe misalignmentsand thesensedmaneuver directionsaremore involved.Also,

180°maneuvers arenot required,buttheaccuracyofthemethod decreasesrapidlyasthe
maneuver sizesfallbelow 600.

The accuracy achievable with the AMU technique is still limited by the orbiter IMU
accuracy. For more precise alignment, an improved inertial reference is needed. The SLM
uses the distant stars to provide such a reference, by means of the orbiter star trackers.
Other thansubstitutinga star-tracker-derivedreferenceforan IMU-derivedreference,the

SLM isnominallyidenticaltotheAMU. However, thecurrentSLM designalsousesan

extendedKalman filtertoattempttoestimateerrorsinducedfromstartracker
measurements and errorsassociatedwiththe dynamic portionofthe structural

misalignment.The filteralsoestimatesgyrodrift,which allowsitsmisalignmentestimateto
remain relatively_n_sh"ina deploymentslipscenario.
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Figure 2-3. - Observability of Coordinate Frame Misalignment Through Body
Rotation

2.3 SLM PERFORMANCE ANALYSES

Various performance analyses of the SLM have been accomplished for the AFE
program by Tao and Hain. Mission trade studies, sensitivity analyses, and a modified Monte
Carlo study have been accomplished.

Early work presented by Tao in [2] examined performance trades between mission
options, such as maneuver size, star separation angle, and boresighting stars in the star
tracker field-of-view. Sensitivities to IMU parameters, star tracker measurement noise, and
payload bay dynamic bending were also presented. Tao also showed in [7] that using both
orbiter star trackers could improve performance by 20%. In both studies, the magnitude of
an exponentially correlated random variable (ECRV) used to model payload bay dynamic
bending was shown to be nearly linear with respect to final IMU alignment accuracy. Tao
quotes Treder, et al. [8] as giving the nominal rms value of this parameter to be
72 arcsec/axis,which resultsinanominal worstaxisalignmentof75 arcsec/axisfortheone
trackercase. - ....

In later work by Hain [9], linear covariance, sensitivity, modified Monte Carlo, and
deployment slip contingency analyses are presented. These studies indicated an
improvement in final IMU alignment accuracy to 25 arcsec/axis, achieved through the use of
Hain's extended Kalman filter and from lowering the ECRV magnitude to 24 arcsec, rms, per
axis. This revised estimate of the dynamic bending magnitude was derived from an IUS
AMU study [10]. The modified Monte Carlo method used is described by Anthony Bogner of
CSDL in [11]. The purpose of this technique is to reduce the numhor of cases required in
Monte Carlo analysis to produce accurate 3a error statistics. Use of this approach allowed
Hain to verify his linear covariance analysis with only 33 cases, a substantial savings in
computer resources. As Bo_er points out however, this method is less accurate than
standard techniques for producing accurate mean and lv values.
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Anadditionalanalysisofthesensitivityof the SLM dynamic bending modeling errors
was performed by Haln [12]. The purpose of this study was to examine the errors induced by
imperfect modeling of the true environment by the filter implemented in the SLM algorithm.
In the study, the magnitude of the environment dynamic bending ECRV was parametrically
varied, holding the filter value to 24 and 48 arcsea It was found that the highest acceptable
environment ECRV magnitude was 100 arcsec, for either filter value. This result echoed
previous linear covariance analyses. However, environment dynamic bending models other
than an ECRV were not examined.

While theperformanceanalysesdescribedabove arecomprehensive,severalissues

arestillofconcern.The primaryissueisthemodel forthepayloadbay dynamic bending.
The two known sourcesofECRV magnitude data,[8]and [10],conflictby nearly50 arcsec.
While botharewithinthe 100 arcseclimitindicatedby linearcovarianceanalysis,no studies

ofmodelingerrorshave consideredbendingmodelsotherthanan ECRV. However,ECRVs
have historicallyproventobe reliablemodelsforhighlyuncertaindynamics,aslongasthe

ECRV parametersarechosenappropriately.Additionalanalysisinthisareawould
neverthelessbe desirable,but isnotconsideredinthisreport.

A secondaryconcernisthatthelinearcovarianceperformanceanalyseshad notbeen
verifiedwithstandardMonte Carlotechniques.Althoughtheaccurate3a dataprovidedby
themodifiedMonte Carlomethod ismore criticaltomissionsuccessorfailure,accuratemean

and 1¢J data complete the statistical picture of SLM performance, and support the results
given by the newer method. Also, through the use of confidence intervals, an inordinately
large number of eases need not be sampledt0 ensure a valid result. Standard Monte Carlo
resultsarepresentedinsection4ofthisreport,alongwitha completedescriptionofthe
confidenceintervalmethod ofestimation.

A final concern relates to the AFE program's reliance on a sole source for navigation
analysis. While verification studies are often perceived as duplication of effort, such analyses
increase confidence in system performance. For this reason, an attempt was made to
duplicate some of the parametric studies performed by Hain in [9]. These results are
presented in section 3.
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3.0 VERIFICATION STUDY

A simulation was developed which supplied inputs from the environment and from
the Space Shuttle and AFE navigation computers to the SLM processor. The simulation was
built using user-friendly, interactive software tools and simplified models whenever possible.
In addition, a few assumptions were made concerning implementation details of the SLM
algorithm, and minor changes were made to the design to improve simulation efficiency. A
single-case comparison to a CSDL SLM simulation was performed, as well as verifications of
parametric studies of payload bay dynamic bending model parameters. Close agreement was
found for all comparison cases.

3.1 METHOD

3.1.1 ImDlem@ntation Considerations

The simulation used by CSDL for performance analysis is a high fidelity, six degree-
of-freedom Space Shuttle simulator. The major impediment to simulation of the SLM
algorithm by the Navigation, Control, and Aeronautics Division (NCAD) has been that no
high fidelity simulation tool was readily available to civil service analysts. As a result, the
major issue of the simulation development was how to create an environment model which
could furnish the required inputs to the SLM processors with adequate accuracy without
becoming a major soRware development project in itself. This issue was resolved in the
present simulation in a twofold manner: by implementing the simulation utilizing a user-
friendly software language, and by reducing the complexity of the environment model itself.

The simulation was implemented using the syntax of Matlab, an interpretive,
interactive, matrix-manipulation application. A listing of this simulation is included in
Appendix A. Matlab provides matrix and vector operations, a large library of utility routines,
flexible plotting capabilities, and is easy to debug due to its interpretive nature. In addition,
Matlab scripts can be easily ported between Macintosh and/BM-compatible personal
computers, and Microvas and Sun workstations. However, Matlab scripts run more slowly
than equivalent compiled versions of the same algorithms.

3.1.2 Chanues to the SLM Algorithm

The SLM algorithm was implemented as specified in [13]; however, as a result of
choosing Matlab as the software environment, changes were made to the specified algorithm.
Operations on rotation matrices were substituted whenever possible for equivalent
quaternion manipulations, to take advantage of the compiled Matlab C-language matrix and
vector operators. It was judged that manipulating nine elements of a matrix using a
compiled routine was faster than operating on four elements of an equivalent quaternion
using an interpreted, user-developed quaternion package. Also, simulation complexity was
reduced by omitting the development of quaternion applications, and debugging was
simplified by the use of matrix notation, which is generally more intuitive than that of
quaterniona. In addition, the simulation was designed to operate at 1 Hz, rather than the 25
Hz rate specified in [13]. This change significantly reduced execution time, and little change
in results was noted when the time step was increased.

A further consideration of implementing the algorithm as given in [13] is that no
control logic is provided which specifies the calling order of the major subprocedures. In the
present simulation, it was decided to call the state propagation subprocess once per



simulation step. This control logic was found necessary due to the large time step used. In
contrast, [13] implies that in the flight software, state propagation will not be performed on
the same cycle as measurement incorporation; presumably due to the high execution rate of
the design, performing both functions on the same step will not be required.

3.1.3 Environment Model

The basic components of the environment portion of the simulation are a state
dynamics model, a measurement model, and an attitude timeline model. Before the details of
these models can be described, the following definitions are required:

the random process, i.e. collection of functions of time, which describes
the possible expected environmentstate vector time histories. The
method of the Monte Carlo technique, discussed further in section 4,

is to observe a sufficiently large number of the members of {X(t)}.

A= a member of the ensemble of functions {X(t)}, determined from a given

trial, i.e. a given observation of {_(t)}. The initial value taken by _(t)
is governed by a probability distribution function, described in the
sequel. Subsequent values are determined by the environment model
dynamics, described below.

_(t) a__ the SLM Kalman filter's estimate of an observed x(t) at time t.

_(t) a__ the state error vector, at time t:

gt) ffi - (3.1)

This quantity is also known as the true error vector, to distinguish it
from the error estimates maintained by the state error covariance
matrix.

E(t) a__ the state error covariance matrix, at time t:

E(t) = E[ _(t) 6t) T] (3.2)

where E[.] indicates the expected value. Note that the true value of E(t) is not maintained by
the covariance, but only an estimate of its expected value, i.e. its mean.

9



3.1_.1 State I)ynsmtcs and Measurement Models

The state dynamics and measurement models are the deterministic forms of the
corresponding SLM filter models given in [13], viz.

it) = F(t) _(t) + u(t) (3.3)

_t) ffih(x(t) )+ v (3.4)

Here, xand zare the state andmeasurement vectors, F is the matrix oflinearized state

dynamics partials, h(x) is the non-linear measurement model, and uand/Late the state and
measurement noise vectors. ........

The state vector _ consists of 5 misalignment vectors which correspond to the 15
states modeled in the dynamics of the SLM filter; these are the x, y, and z components of

the misalignments in the AFE body to MS0 inertial
transformation,

the static components of the misalignments in the star
tracker I to AFE body transformation (payload bay static
bending),

theprecessionoftheAFE IMU axeswithrespecttotheAFE
bodyframe,due togyrobiasdriR,

themisalignments in the star tracker i to star tracker 2
transformation,

the dynamic componentsofthemisa]ignmentsinthestar
trackerItoAFE body transformation(payloadbay dynamic

bending),

L%-_

Fux'sb ]
LGz.sb

_gd =l_Y'.d
L%-_

[%" 1_,t-l"y-.t
L%.,t

_db "l_4b
L%_b

The dynamics ofthesestatevariables,assumed tobe quasi-time-invariantand linear,are
givenby

i o ##tj 1

o 0
0

F- 0 0 Fdb

(3.5)

where IMB(t) istheAFE body toinertialtransformation,

10



°l (8.6)

and zi is the time constant associated with the ith element of the dynamic bending ECRV.

The effect OflMB(t) in the dynamics matrix is to map the gyro drift onto the inertial

misalignment. As long as the orbiter maneuvers are performed slowly, the elements of this
matrix will vary slowly in comparison to the SLM processor time step. Thus, F may be
assumed to be quasi-time-invariant and linear.

The state noise is given by

F;Iu = (3.7)

t-/&rib

where//£a/ffi ltsb =/&sd =//at = [0 00] T, and l&dbhas the form of the noise portion ofthe
ECRV, or

lldb =[¢rdb2_l e"2_t/_2

|lt_db3_ I e'2dt/¢3

n(o, 1) (3.8)

where

= a normal random variable, with zero mean and unit variance,
= the magnitude, or rms value, of the ith element of the ECRV.

Although equation (3.4) is in vector form, the measurements are processed singly.
These measurements consist of the components of star lines-of-sight. By linearizing matrix
expansions of the misalignments x about the identity matrix, it is possible to reduce the non-
linear measurement model to a linear form, as shown in [14]. The resulting scalar equation
is

(sg)

where 8q is the measurement residual and _Tis a row vector, dependent on which

component of the line-of-sight is bei_ conside-re¢i, _Lndw_ch star tracker is being used. Note

that _Tis also a function of the current estimate of the misaligmnents.

The measurement noise is applied via the scalar equation,

v=  o.I) (3.1o)

inwhich %t2 isthe varianceassociatedwithstartrackermeasurements.

11



3.1_ Initial Conditions

Assuming the mean of [A-(0)}= t, the filter's best initial estimate of the state vector is

j_ft) = O, so that

XoffiE[ (aYo) - t) (x(o) - 9.)r] = E[ _0) af0) r] (8.11)

Therefore, a vector generated from the initial error covariance is equivalent to a realization of
the initial value of the random function _(t), the function describing the environment state.
Such a vector can be generated as follows.

using

where

First, the eigenvahes and eigenvectors of the initial covariance matrix, EO, are found

EoF,= -=A (3.12)

_i 42 0 l
A = (3.13)

0

and the A/and _/are the eigonvalues and eigenvectors of E_ respectively. Now, the _/
correspond to the uncorrelated mean square errors, which are equivalent to la errors since
the mean of {t_(0)}ffi0. Also, the _/ indicate the directions of the correlations between these

errors. Therefore, an initial lo state vector, _o, can be determined by

• o= =-d_zg(M/2 (3.15)

Here, diag(A) indicates a vector containing the diagonal elements of A.

3.1.8.8 Attitude Timeline Model

The attitude timeline model is used to provide attitude information to the SLM
algorithm which would be supplied by the orbiter's IMU at AFE power-up (for the coarse
alignment), and by the AFE's IMU during the Star Line Maneuver itself. As such, this model
takes the place of IMU models for both the orbiter and the AFE. This model uses a series of
2nd-order Taylor expansions of small angle rotations about the identity matrix to model each
maneuver as follows:

I
(3.16)
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where

.ewMold(t) = approximate rotation matrix from attitude at time t to attitude

at next time step t + dr,
a = axis about which maneuver is performed,

ffiacross-product" matrix of above,
oJ = maneuver rate, and
dt ffisimulation time step.

Then, iflMB(t) is the body-to-inertial rotation matrix at time t,

IM B(t+ dr) = newM old(t) 1MB(t) (3.17)

3.2 RESULTS

Several verification analy_es were accomplished with the simulation. Three studies
were performed: a baseline test (referred to as SLM_BSLN), comparisons to a run supplied
by CSDL [15] (referred to as RH_BSLN), and verifications of parametric studies performed
by CSDL.

The baseline case, SLM_BSLN, is a variation of the CSDL-supplied run, RH_BSLN.
Both scenarios use both of the Space Shuttle's star trackers, and use three measurement
periods,which areseparatedby two 900rotationsby theorbiter.In thebaselinerun,the
orbiterhas an initialattitudeinwhich theZbody axisisalignedwiththeZ axisoftheMS0
frame,and theX and Y body axesarerotatedby -10.6°from theX and Y inertialaxes,

respectively.ARer collectingone averagemeasurement fromeachstartracker,theshuttle
executesa 90°rotationabouttheZ body axisata rateof0.2degrees/second.Another setof

measurements istaken,which isfollowedby a 90°rotationabouttheminus X inertialaxisat
thesame maneuver rate.The finaldatatakeperiodthenoccurs.The inputloadsforthis

casearegivenintable3-1,and a schematicofiteattitudetimelineisshown infigure3-1.
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Table 9-1: Input Loads for Baseline Case, SLM_B$/JV

[0.98290.18400]IMssTS (t = O) = -.1840 0.9829 0
0 0 1

Maneuver axes:
1st maneuver [ 0 0 1 ]
2nd maneuver [ -.1840 0.9829 0 ]

Maneuver sizes:
1st maneuver 90 °
2nd maneuver 90°

Maneuver rate: 0.2 degrees/second

No. of star trackers used: 2

Star lines-of-sight:
- Z star tracker

ist data take period [ 0 0 -I ] [
2nd data take period [ 0 0 -1 ] [
3rd data take period [ 0 -1 0 ] [

Measurement variance: 225 arcsec 2

-Y star tracker
o -1 o ]
1 0 0 ]
1 0 0 ]

a/a / ffi[ 82 82 82 ] arcsec

o/s b ffi[1200 1200 1200 ] arcsec

adb=[ 24 24 24 ] arcsec

o_d = [ 0.01 0.01 0.01 ] degrees/hour

%t1,,[ 60 60 60 ] arcsec

ost2=[ 60 60 60 ] arcse¢

Cdbffi [ 400 400 400 ] sec

Initial Environment State Vector.

IMU misalignment
Payload bay static misalignment
Gyro bias drift rate
Star tracker misalignment

Payload bay d_mamic misali_nment
Other'.

I f

BSTS MBAFE = I

Correlation modelir_. On

[ 1310.00 -982.20 2096.54 ] arcsec
[ 1498.24 -619.37 2018.74 ] arcsec
[ 0.01 0.01 0.00 ] deg/hr
[ -6.60 18.20 1.25 ] arcsec
[ 23.06 15.50 -18.87 ] arcsec

, ii

1[
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YB Y!

XB

XB Yz

B

N XI

K XI

Zz

Inertial Lines_f.Si_ht tO Stars

Minus Y ST: [ 0, -1, 0 ]
Minus Z ST: ! 0, 0, -1 ]

900 about [0, 0_1]

Inertial Lines_f-Si_ht to Stars

Minus Y ST: [ 1, 0, 0 ]
Minus Z ST: [ 0, 0, .1 ]

90 ° about [-1, 020]

Irjertial Lines-of-Sight to Stars

Minus Y ST: [ 1, 0, 0 ]
Minus Z ST: [ 0, -1, 0 ]

Figure 3-1. - Orbiter Measurement Attitudes and Maneuvers for SLM..BSLN
(Star in -Z ST not shown)
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Theerrorsin finalIMU alignment for SLM_BSLN are shown in table 8-2. Here,
filter rms errors are found from the square root of the diagonal elements of the final filter
covariance, and true errors are the differences between the filter's estimates and the
environment's values for the final alignment states. The root sum squared, or rss, of the
errors in each axis is also shown.

Table 8-2: SLM_BSLN, Final IMU Alignment Errors (arceec)

I

AXIS 1 AXIS 2 AXIS 3 RSS OF AXES

FILTER RMS (la) ERRORS 22.87 17.74 22.66 36.75

TRUE ERRORS 14.37 -9.89 -30.00 34.70
I'

Next, RH_BSLN, the CSDL-supplied comparison case was examined. The major
differences between this case and SLM..BSLN are in orbiter attitudes. The approximate
initial attitude in this run is as follows: the shuttle's Z axis is aligned with the M50 minus X
axis, and the X and Y body axes are rutated by -10.6 ° from the minus Z and minus Yinertia]
axes, respectively. The second data collection attitude is reached by a 90° maneuver about
the minus Z body axis, which is followed by a 90 ° rotation about the Z inertial axis to reach
the final attitude. The input loads for this case are given in table 3-3, and figure 3-2 depicts
the sequence of attitudes. Note that a different set of star pairs is necessarily required for
this maneuver sequence. The results for this case are shown in tab_[e 3-4. The results of
running the same case using the CSDL simulation are shown in table 3-5.
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Table3-3:Input Loadsfor RH__BSLN

0.0431 -.0310IMBST8 (t = 0) = 0.1854 -.9855
-.9853 -.1668

Maneuver axes:
1st maneuver [
2nd maneuver [

Maneuver sizes:
1st maneuver
2nd maneuver

Maneuver rate:

Me_ar_gu_
No. of star trackers used:
Star lines-of-sight:

1stdatatakeperiod

2nd datatakeperiod
3rd datatakeperiod

Measurement variance:

-.9986 1
0.0378
-.0373

0.0431 -.0310-0.9986 ]

0.1654 -.98550.0378 ]

90°
90°

0.2 degrees/second

2

- Z star tracker
[ i o o ]
[ 1 o o ]
[ o 1 o ]

225 arcsec 2

-Ystartracker

[ 0 1 0 ]

[ 0 0 1 ]
[ 0 0 1 ]

F_za_Ssm_

%b = [12oo

odb ffi[

agd=[

%1 = [

ost 2 = [

Zdb = [ 400

24

0.01

60

6O

82 82 ]

1200 1200 ]

24 24 ]

0.01 0.01]

60 60 ]

6O 6O ]

400 400 ]

_cgec

arcsec

_csec

_gr_s/hour

RrcBec

_e._ec

gec

InitialEnvironment StateVector.

IMU misalignment
Payloadbay staticmisalignment
Gym biasdriftrate

Startrackermisalignment

Pa_,loadbay d_namic misali_ment
Other'.

BSTS MBAFE = I

Correlation modelin_ On

[ 243.87 10.32 1848.03 ] arcsec
[-1732.6O -302.73 -239.65 ] arcsec
[ -0.01 -0.01 0.00 ] deg/hr
[ -155.13 78.90 -71.03 ] arcsec
[ 27.37 32.06 -23.99 ] arcsec
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Zl

XB

H

Y1

XB

90° about [0, 0,_]

YI

B

|nertial Lines-ofoSight to Stars

Minus Y ST: [ 0, 1, 0 ]
Minus Z ST: [ 1, 0, 0 ]

Inertis] Lines-of.Sight to Stars

Minus Y ST: [ 0, 0, 1 ]
Minus Z ST: [ 1, 0, 0 ]

90 ° about [0, 0,11]

B

x YB

Z_

L.

Inertia] Lines.of-Sight to Stars

Minus Y ST: [ 0, 0, 1 ]
M/nus Z ST: [ 0, 1, 0 ]

Figure $-2. - Orbiter Measurement Attitudes and Maneuvers for RH_BSLN
(Star in -Z ST not shown)
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Table 3-4: RH_BS/_ Using NCAD sim, Final IMU Alignment Errors (arcsec)

AXIS 1 AXIS 2 AXIS 3 RSS OF AXES

FILTER RMS (la)ERRORS 22.54

TRUE ERRORS -2.89

17.78 22.85 36.69

-24.27 -18.51 46.89

Table 3-5: RH BSLN Using CSDL sire, Final IMU Alignment Errors (arcsec)

AXIS 1 AXIS 2 AXIS 3 RSS OF AXES

FILTER RMS (la) ERRORS 19.53 14.63 18.72 30.76

TRUE ERRORS -11.28 3.55 -11.19 16.28

A comparison of the data in tables 3-4 and 3-5 indicates the degree of difference
between the NCAD and CSDL simulations. It should be noted that small differences exist
between the orbiter attitude timeline and initi_ environment state used in the generation of
these results.

The final set of verification runs compares parametric studies of magnitudes and
time constants for an ECRV used to model a portion of the filter dynamics (viz.
equation (3.6)). The input loads for these studies are shown in table 3-6. In figure 3-3, the
results using the CSDL high fidelity simulation for the ECRV magnitude study are compared
to the results obtained using the NCAD simulation. Similarly, figure 3-4 presents a
comparison of the ECRV time constant studies. In the diagrams, the rse of the filter rms
final errors is represented on the vertical axis. Also, refdenotes data derived from plots in
CSDL presentations, and sire represents results from the current simulation. It should be
noted that an attitude sequence different from the previous cases was used in these
comparisons. In particular, the magnitude of the second orbiter maneuver was 60 °, rather
than90°.
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Table 8-8: Input Loads for Parametric Studies

[0.0431 -.0810 -.9986]IMBsTS (t = O)= 0.1654 -.9855 0.0378
-.9853 -.1668 -.0373

Maneuver axes:
1st maneuver [ 0.0431 -.0310 -0.9986 ]
2nd maneuver [ 0.1654 -.9885 0.0378 ]

Maneuver sizes:
let maneuver 90 °
2nd maneuver 60 °

Maneuver rate: 0.2 de_ffees/second
M_mgImnau_

No. of star trackers used:

Star lines-of-sight:
- Z star tracker

1st data take period [ 1 0 0 ] [
2nd data take period [ 1 0 0 ] [
3rd data take period [ 0.5000 0.8660 0 ] [

Measurement variance: 225 arcsec 2

-Y star tracker
o 1 o ]
0 0 1 ]
0 0 1 ]

a/a / ffi[ 82 82 82 ] arcsec

Gsb = [ 1200 1200 1200 ] arcsec

Crdb= [ * * * ] arcsec

ogd = [ 0.01 0.01 0.01] degrees/hour

o.tz=[ 60 60 60 ] arcsec

ost2=[ 60 60 60 ] arcsec

trdb= [ ** ** ** ] sec

• Range: 6 < adb < 192 arcsec

• * Range: 4 < Crib< 4000 sec

Initial EnvironmeIlt, State Vectorf:

IMU misalignment
Payload bay static misalignment
Gyre bias drift rate
Star tracker misalignment

[ 243.87 10.32
[-1732.60 -302.73
[ -0.01 -0.01
[ -155.13 78.90
[ 27.37 82.06Payload bay dynamic misalignment

? As a result of being derived from the initial covariance, the initial state varies when OdbiS

parametrically varied. The state vector shown is for a nominal value of Odb.

Other..
BSTS MBAFE = I

Correlation modeling:. On

1848.03 ] arcsec
-239.65 ] arcsec

o.00 ] deg/hr
-71.03 ] arcsec
-23.99 ] arcsec
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3,3 DISCUSSION

For the present simulation, good agreement is found when the final filter rms IMU
alignment errors of SLM.,BSLN (table 3-2) and P,H_]3SLN (table 3-4) are compared. Thus,
the simulation's implementation of the filter is shown to be convergent and consistent for two
different attitude and star pair sequences. When P,H_.BSLN run using the CSDL simulation
(table 3-5) is considered, good comparisons in filter ram lo IMU alignment errors are also
obtained. The small observed differences in filter rms errors could be expected, since the
high fidelity CSDL simulation contains more accurate models and fewer approximations.
The larger differences in true errors could be expected, since the initial environment state
vector used in the CSDL simulation was different.

Furthermore, good agreement is found when the ECRV parametric studies performed
using the NCAD simulation are compared to the CSDL results (figures 3-3 and 3-4). Again,
small differences in the plots can be ascribed to the differences in the fidelity of the
simulations.

While the cases examined above do not cover the range of analyses performed by
CSDL, they include three different attitude sequences, 7 different star pairs, and 13 different
runs, a reasonable subset for verification purposes. The dose agreements found in these
verification tests support the CSDL assertion that the SLM can be used to accurately align
the AFE's IMU. The results also indicate that this technique is relatively insensitive to some
implementation changes.
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4.0 MONTE C_ ANALYSIS

A statisticalevaluationofthe SLM algorithmwas performedusingtheMonte Carlo

techniquealongwiththepreviouslydescribedsimulationprogram. Three hundred ninety-
nineinitialerrorstatevectorswere generatedusinga normaldistributionfunction,which
had a zeromean, and thetransformedeigenvaluesoftheinitialfiltercovariancematrixas
variances.These initialstateswere nextused asinputsforthesimulationprogram to

generatea sampleoftheinfinitepopulationofSi_processor outputs.Estimatesofthe
means and standarddeviationsofthefinalvaluesofthetrueerrorsand falterrms values

were thencomputed. Ninety-fivepercentconfidenceintervalswere alsogeneratedforthese
statistics.Using thisdata,thefollowinghypotheseswere tested:

I. The filter is an unbiased and consistent estimator ofthe environment
state vector.

rf. The filter is an unbiased and consistent estimator of the root mean
square (rrns) errors associated with its state vector estimate.

Both hypotheseswere foundtobetrue,indicatingthatpreviousperformanceanalysis[9]

providedreliableindicationsoffilterperformanceunder allexpectedpossibleconditions.

4.1 METHOD

4.1.1 Initjal Conditions

Random initial environment state vectors were derived from the filter covariance

matrix. As shown in Section 3.1.3.2,

=  .d g(M/2 (4.1)

givesan initialIo statevector.Thus, a random initialstatevectorcan be generatedwith

•,o = F'diag( All2" rl(Ool) + #_.0 (4.2)

where

ffi a random variable having a normal distribution with zero mean
and unit variance, and

= the mean of#_)- ll

As long as no biases are introduced through propagation of initial vectors generated
by this method, the resulting ensemble of random state trajectories will retain a zero mean.

4.1._ Simulation Ih-ocessin¢

The initial error state vector defined above is propagated and updated using
simulated measurements in an identical fashion to the method previously described in
section 3. The input loads used for these runs are identical to those given in table 3-5, except
that nominal values were used for the ECRV parameters, and a random initial environment
state vector was used. For Monte Carlo cases, the vector given in table 3-6 is the lo state
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vectordiscussedin section4.1.1.Aspreviously,thermserrorestimatesfromtheSLMfilter's
covariancematrix and the true errors, _(t), were saved every 5 seconds during the simulation.

4.1_ post-Processin_

A Mat/oh script, inc..post, was written to post-process the Monte Carlo data (a listing
is included in Appendix B). This program reads from all Monte Carlo cases the final filter

rms error estimates and the final true errors. It then calculates ££ and _, the sample mean

and standard deviation of the true errors, and Xrms and _-ms' the sample mean and standard

deviation of the filter rms error estimates. The following standard formulas [16] are used for
these computations:

I X£ = n _" i (4.3)
iffil

(4.4)

In theseformulas,n isthenumber ofMonte Carlocases.

Due to the finite nature of the sample size on which these estimates are based, some
indication of the quality or reliability of these values is desired. One method for arriving at
such an indication is to define an interval about the estimate within which the true value has
a given probability oflying. Such an interval is called a confidence interval. This concept is
described as follows by Allen [16]:

The idea of a confidence interval is very similar to that of an error limit in
numerical analysis. If we calculate a value x and know that the error in the
calculation does not exceed 8 (where 8 > 0), then we know the true value lies
between x -8and x + 8. Inthe caseofan estimator,we are dealingwitha
random variable,sowe cannotpredictwithcertaintythatthetruevalue0of

theparameteriswithinany finiteinterval.However, we can choosea high
probability,suchas 0.95(95%),and thenconstructan interval,calleda

confidence _nterval, such that the probability that the true value of 0 lies in
the interval is 0.95. This is usually stated in the form of a 100(1 - a)%
confidence interval where _ sometimes called the _level of significance," is
the probability of error.

Allen gives several theorems which describe the computation of confidence intervals. Allen's
formulas are given below. (N.B. : these formulas may also be found in a standard math
handbook, such as [17]).
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The 100(1-a)% confidenceintervalforan estimateofa mean isgivenby

zaf2 ff
£ ± _ (4.5)

where o is the true standard deviation (assumed to be known here), and z a is defined to be

the largest value ofz such thatPr[Z>z] - a, where Z is a standard normal random variable.
(For a 95% confidence interval a = 0.05, and zw2 ffi1.96.) If ois unknown, the expression

above should be modified:

tw2 s
£ ± _ (4.6)

where tw2 is defined by Pr[T>tw2] ffia/2, and T has a Student-t distribution with n-1 degrees

of freedom. However, as n _ 0%a Student-t distribution approaches a standard normal
distribution. Therefore, s may be substituted for oin equation (4.5) for n > 30 [16].

The 100(1-a)% confidenceintervalforavarianceestimateisgivenby

(n - 1 )s 2 (n - 1 )s 2
< o 2 < (4.7)

2 2
Zw2 XI-.¢2

where X_ is determined by a chi-squared distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom.

4.2 RESULTS

The sample mean and standard deviation of the true steady-state errors, _ and

and £rms and _-ms' the sample mean and standard deviation of the filter steady-state rms

error estimates, are given in tables 4-1 and 4-2, based on sampling 399 simulation cases. In
addition, 95% confidence intervals are given for each parameter.
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Table4-1:95%ConfidenceIntervals for Meanand StandardDeviation of True
Errors, n = 399

I

_b_. arcsec _ arcsec
? ,, , , ,, ,

IMU -1.62 ± 3.06 29.20 < 31.22 < 33.55
Inertial .-0.79 + 2.04 19.51 < 20.87 < 22.42
Mba]Jgn -1.55 + 2.43 23.16 < 24.75 _ 26.60

PLB to -1.28 + 2.38 22.66 < 24.24 < 26.04
ST1 Static 0.79 ± 2.62 25.02 < 26.76 < 28.76
Misalign -5.11 :/: 7.97 76.05 _ 81.32 < 87.38

Gyro 0.0001 + 0.0010 0.0096 _ 0.0103 _ 0.0111
Drift 0.0001 + 0.0010 0.0094 < 0.0100 < 0.0108
Rate 0.0005 + 0.0009 0.0090 < 0.0096 _ 0.0103
ST1 to 1.60 ± 1.25 11.92 < 12.74 < 13.69
ST2 5.73 + 7.38 70.43 < 75.31 < 80.92
M/salign 5.63 ± 7.57 72.24 _; 77.25 < 83.01
PLB to 0.17 + 2.26 21.58 _ 23.07 < 24.79
ST1 Dyn 0.80 ± 2.08 19.86 < 21.24 < 22.82
Mbalign 0.73 + 2.11 20.12 < 21.51 _ 23.11

I1_, I [

Table 4-2: 95% Confidence Intervals fo_ Mean and Standard Deviation of Filter
RMS Error Estimates, n = 399

• I I

%rF;_81 ar{38ec 8f,,7LS, arcsec

I_U 29.03 ± 0.14 1.36 < 1.46 < 1.57
Inertial 19.37 ± 0.10 0.91 < 0.97 < 1.04
Misalign 22.88 + 0.11 1.07 < 1.15 < 1.23
PLB to 24.26 + 0.12 1.14 < 1.22 _ 1.31
ST1 Static 26.39 ± 0.13 1.24 < 1.32 < 1.42
Misali_ 83.22 + 0.41 3.90 < 4.17 < 4.49
Oyro 0.0100 + 0.0000 0.0005 < 0.0005 <: 0.0005
M 0.0099 ± 0.0000 0.0005 < 0.0005 _ 0.0005
Rate 0.0098 ± 0.0000 0.0005 _ 0.0005 < 0.0005
ST1 to 12.60 ± 0.06 0.59 < 0.63 _; 0.68
ST2 76.91 + 0.88 8.61 _ 3.86 < 4.14
MbaliSn 77.01 + 0.38 3.61 _ 3.86 < 4.15
PI_ to 23.38 ± 0.12 1.10 < 1.17 < 1.26
ST1 Dyn 21.99 ± 0.11 1.03 < 1.10 _; 1.18
Miu]ign 22.12 ± 0.11 1.04 < 1.11 < 1.19

'1

DISCUSSION

State Vector Estimation

In the simulation used for this study, the environment model consisted simply of the
deterministic forms of the state dynamics and measurement models used by the Kalman
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filter.Thus, ifthenoisetermsintheenvironmentwere zeroed,the steady-stateerrorvector

_s would be zeroina properlyfunctioningfilter.However, when thenoiseterms are

included,thevarioussteady-stateerrorvectorsobservedinmany trialsofthesimulation
exhibitthecharacteristicsofarandom variable.Ifthemean ofthisrandom variablematches

themean oftheenvironmentnoisemodels_thenthefilterisan unbiasedestimatorofthe
environmentstatevector.Ifthestandarddeviationofthisrandom variableissufficiently

small,thenthefilterisaconsistentestimator,sinceitcan be expectedtoconvergetothe
same estimateseachtime.

The majornoisesourcepresentinthe statedynamics modelsistheECRV used to
model payloadbay dynamic bending.Becauseofcorrelationsinthe errorcovariancematrix,

thisnoiseterm isincludedintheIMU inertialmisalignmentstateand thepayloadbay static

bending state.The magnitudeofthenoiseportionofthisECRV was 24 arcsec/axis,la,with

a zeromean. Thus,thetruemean and standarddeviationofthe steady-stateerrors,#£ and

a_,shouldbe on theorderof0 and 24 arcsec,respectively,fortheIMU inertialand payload

bay misalignmentportionsoftheerrorvector.The sampledvaluesfortheseparameters,
shown intable4-1,closelymatch thesepredictions,within95% confidencelimits.One

exceptionisthethirdcomponent ofpayloadbay staticbending,where an unobservablestar
trackermisalignmentformsthelowererrorlimit.

The gyrodriftrateand startrackermisalignmentportionsofthestatedynamics are
modeled asconstantswithrandom initialvalues.The distributionfunctionsforthese

variableshave a zeromean and standarddeviationsof0.01deg/sec/axisforgyrodriftrate

and 85 arcsec/axisforstartrackermounting misalignment(rootsum squaredof60
arcsec/axis/startracker).No measurements were made which couldprovideinformation

aboutgyrodriftrate,and no informationcan begainedinthedirectionofthestartracker
boresightaxes[9].Hence,theuncertaintyintheinitialconditionsofthegyrodriftand two of
the startrackermisalignmentaxesareunresolvableby thefilter,and theirinitialrandom

distributionswillbe reflectedinthe steady-stateerrorstatistics,asshown by table4-1.The
remainingcomponent ofstartrackermisalignmentisresolvedtoapproximately15 arcsec,
thenoiselevelassociatedwiththemeasurement model.

Since all components of the mean of the true error vector were zero (to within the
95% confidenceintervals),thefilterwas foundtobe an unbiasedestimatorofthe simulated
environmentmodel. In addition,thefilterwas foundtobe consistentinitsestimates,to

within95% confidenceintervalssurroundingthevariancesimposed by noiseterms inthe
environmentmodel. HypothesisIisthereforeconfirmed.

4.3.2 Estimation of Root Mean Sauare Errors

A Kalman filter maintains its own estimate of the accuracy of its state vector
estimate by means ofa covariance matrix. This matrix contains estimates of mean square
state errors along its main diagonal and correlation estimates in its off-diagonal terms. As
stated previously, the square roots of the diagonal terms, or the root mean square errors, are
equivalent to the standard deviations associated with the state estimate. Therefore,
unbiased steady-state rms error estimates should correspond to the standard deviations
associated with observations of the ensemble of true error state vectors. Furthermore,
consistent rms error estimates should have a small standard deviation.

A comparisonofthesamplemean ofthe filterrms errorestimatesintable4-2with
thetrueerrorstandarddeviationsintable4-1shows closeagreement. Only thethree

componentsofIMTJInertialMisalignmentfalloutsidethe95% confidenceintervalsof_ by a
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fewhundredthsofanarcsecond.The filtercan thereforebe qualifiedas an unbiased

estimatoroftherms errors,verifyingthefirststatementofHypothesisII.

The sample standarddeviationsofthefilterrms errorestimates,alsoshown intable

4-2,areuniforndysmallincomparisontothesample means. In addition,thesevaluesareon

theorderofone-halfthesizeoftheconfidenceintervalssurroundingsg From thisresult,it

can be concludedthatthefilterconsistentlyestimatedtherms errors;thus,HypothesisIIis
verified.

4_.3 Comvarison of Results to Modified Monte Carlo Analysis

Finally, the mean and la data in tables 4-1 and 4-2 augment the modified Monte
Carlo performance analysis presented in [9]. In the modified Monte Carlo approach, initial
error vectors are scattered uniformly within a 3.5a error ellipse. In contrast, the standard
Monte Carlo technique places 67% of the initial error vectors within a la error ellipse. Thus,
a larger sample of the la region is examined with the standard technique so that, in general,
its mean and la estimates are more reliable than those of the modified method.

In [9], the modified Monte Carlo method was used only to verify that no final IMU
alignment errors fell outside the 3a range predicted by previous linear covariance analysis.
It was judged that too few cases were run to produce accurate statistics. Such statistics are
given by tables 4-1 and 4-2. The sample standard deviation of IMU inertial misalignment in
table 4-1, averaged over the three axes, is 25.61 arcsec, which agrees well with the linear
covariance analysis figure of about 25 arcsec. The data in table 4-2 can be analogized to the
results of running 399 linear covariance analyses in order to see the effects of random
residuals on the covariance updates. As these data show, such effects are quite small.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Verification analyses in this report have shown that a simplified simulation of the
SLM developed by the NCAD is convergent and consistent for two different attitude and star
pair sequences. Also, good agreement was found with a simulation check case provided by
the CSDL. In addition the NCAD simulation was used to verify parametric analyses [2], [7],

and [9] performed by Draper of an ECRV used to model payload bay dynamic bending.

Monte Carloanalysishas shown thattheSLM algorithmcan accuratelyand reliably
estimatea largesampleofthepossibleexpectedinertialmisalignmentbiasespresentin
attitudeinformationtransferredfrom SpaceShuttleIMUs totheAPE IMU. The SLM

algorithmhas alsobeen shown toaccuratelyand reliablyestimaterootmean squareerrors
associatedwithitsmisalignmentestimates.These conclusionssupportand verifyprevious

linearcovarianceerroranalysisand modifiedMonte Carloanalysis[9].

The reader should note that in the all of these investigations, the SLM Kalman filter
was only required to estimate biases which were of the genre expected by its designers. This
shortcoming was a result of using environment dynamics and measurement models which
closely resembled the filter's models. Most components of the true environment are well
understood, and these are included in the filter's models when judged significant by the
designer. However, the payload bay dynamic bending component, which results from
day/night thermal cycling of the orbiter's longerons, is a poorly understood phenomenon
which has never been directly measured. As the sensitivity analysis in section 2 and [2], [7],
and [9]showed,even acorrectmodel isquitesensitivetoparametervariations.In [13],this

modelingissuehas been onlypartiallyaddressed,sinceonlyparametricvariationswithinthe
nominalmodel were investigated.No firmrequirementformore extensivestudyofthisissue
exists,sincethereisgood confidenceamong themembers oftheAFE GN&C community that

the ECRV model ofdynamic bendingisadequate.Nevertheless,astheAFE GN&C system

designschedulepermits,analysestoindicatethefdter'srobustnesstomore diversemodeling
errorswould furtherenhance confidenceintheSIaM filterdesign.

Another topicnotaddressedinthisreportareproblemsassociatedwithproperly

integratingtheSLM algorithmwiththestartrackerdataprovidedby theSpace Shuttle
GN&C computers.The relativelyinflexiblearchitectureoftheorbiter'sonboardsoftwareand
hardware interfacesmakes theproperlytime-taggeddatadifficulttoacquireattherequired
rates.Thisproblemisaugmented iftelemetryisusedtotransferthedatabetween the

orbiterand theAFE, asiscurrentlyenvisionedforSLM ground processing.Individualsfrom

theoperations,softwaredesign,and GN&C designcommunitiesatCSDL, JSC, and MSFC

arecurrentlypursuingtheseissues.
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APPENDIX A- THE PROGRAM 8LM S/M

PROGRAM FLOW OVERVIEW

In order togivean overview ofthe simulationstructure,the functional

relationshipsofsome ofitsmodules are shown below. Each blockcorrespondsto a Matla5

scriptor functionwhich isdescribedinthe sequel. Inner blocksare calledby outerblocks.

The page number on which a listingofthese modules beginsisgiven inparenthesesafter
the module title.

SLM SIM (A-4)

• Declare globalvariables

SIM EXEC (A-6)

• Read i-loads (standard deviations of error sources, constant
transformation matrices, etc.)

• Coarse align:

I MBAFE = 1 MBSTS BSTS MBAFE

(A-12)

• Initialize filter dynamics and covariance

• Incorporate filter state vector into filter transformation
matrices, e.g.

I MIMu =I-[Xia l ] x

ENV INIT (A-15)

• Initialize filter dynamics (same model as filter)

• Incorporate environment state vector into environment
transformation matrices

• while T_SIM < TEND,

_IM SEOUENCER (A-17)

• Zero control flags
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Setist DTP { .._
flags ON j---

Set 2nd DTP

flags ON {-_

Set 3rd DTP

flags ON V--

Set maneuver
flags ON {

t

ENV CONTROL (A-19)

_ Compute

attitude new

• Propagate environment state:

Xi+ I ffiOX_ + W

• Incorporate environment state vector into
environment transformation matrices

H & V angles
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SLM CONTROL (A-22)

| ii

f I

(ListingofSLM_PROP begins on A-26)

(ListingofSLM_MEAS begins on A-23)

• Save plottingdata

• T_SIM = T_SIM + DT_SIM

° End while

PROGRAM LISTING

Following are lists of the Matlab scripts and functions which compose the
simulation program. The modules are listed in the order in which they are called. For
information about the conventions and standard functions of Matlab, refer to the Matlab

User's Guide, available from The Mathworks, Inc. 20 North Main St., Suite 250, Sherborn,
MA 01770.

A capitalizationconventionisused in the program to indicateglobal(i.e.shared or
common) variables.There isno analogous provisionin Matlab fornamed common

blocks.Note thatthe onlypurpose ofthe main script,slm_sim, istodeclaretheseglobal

variables,and then to callthe executivefunction,sim_exec.
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%...STARLINE MANEUVER SIMULATION SCRIPT

%...Version of 17 Apt 90

%...Purpose: main script for SLM simulation; initializes global variables

% and iloads

%

clear

pack

%...DECLARE GLOBAL VARIABLES

%...SLM processor

global E F FILT X FILT M IMU TO I FILT M ST MISALIGN FILT ...
M BAFE TO I FILT M BAFE TO ST1 FILT M BAFE TO ST2 FILT ...

DTSLM M ST1 TO BAF--E ALIGN CORRELATED--

%...Environment model processor

global F ENV X ENV M IMU TO I ENV M SB MISALIGN ENV ...
M--ST M_IS--ALIGN ENV M BAFE TO ST1 ENV M BAFE TO ST2 ENV ...

M BAFE TO I ENV

%...I-loads used by both of above processors

global SIG ......STS IAL SIG_SB SIG DB IC SIG DYN BEND SIG GD SIG ST1 ...
SIG ST2 TAU DB ST MEAS VAR M ST1 TO ST2 M BAFE TO BSTS ...

M BSTS TO ST1 M BSTS TO ST2 U STAR D2R SEC 2 RAD DPH 2 RPS

%...Coarse alignment

global M BSTS TO I

%...IMU model

global M BAFE TO I MAN RATE MAN_AXIS T_MAN

%... ST model

global V H ST_ID STAR_ID

%...Sim sequencing and timing

global T SIM DT SIM T START MEAS T END T SIM_START ...
STAR PAIRS ST ID ARRAY MAN AXES

%...Plot arrays

global PLOT FREQ FILT_RMS_ERRS TRUE_ERRS T_PLOT PLOT_ARRAY_SIZE

%...Names of data files
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global DIARY_NAME MAT_FILE_NAME

%...BEGIN SIMULATION

sim exec

%...END SLM SIM

%
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function sim exec

%
=

%...STAR LINE MANEUVER SIMULATION EXECUTIVE

%...Version of 2 May 90

%

%...I-loads

iloadslm;
% ilod rh0;

% ilod--rh4;

% ilodsmc;

% Original baseline case

% R. Hain inital attitude and stars; comparison case

% R. Hain initial attitude and stars; 60 deg 2nd maneuv.

% Monte Carlo case: R. Hain baseline case, with

% 60 degree second maneuver

%...Comment out the following if this is not a Monte Carlo case

%
%

%

%

%

%

load case number; % if this is first run, make sure to reset!
case number = case number + i;

save case number;

case_string = int2str(case_number);

eval(['delete ', DIARY_NAME, case_string,'.dat' ])

eval(['diary ', DIARY_NAME, case_string,'.dat' ])

%...Open diary file and print header

%

%
eval(['delete ', DIARY NAME ])

eval(['dlary ', DIARY _%ME ])
w

stime _ fix(clock);

fprintf('\n STAR LINE MANEUVER SIMULATION \n')
COMMENT

case number % for Monte Carlo only
fprintf('kn Sim started at ')

fprintf('%2.0f:%2.0f:%2.0f,',stime(4),stime(5),stime(6))

fprintf('%2.0f/%2.0f/%4.0f \n',stime(2),stime(3),stime(1))
hold off

%...Coarse align

M BAr_ TO I = M_BSTSJO_I * M__30_BSTS;

%...Initialize SLM algorithm

slm_init;

%...Initialize Environment

env init;

%...Print initial environment and filter state vectors, and initial
% filter covariance matrix rms errors

xe = X_ENV ./SEC_2_RAD;
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xf =X FILT ./SEC 2 RAD;

ee = _iiag(E) .^0--5--./SEC_2 RAD;

fprintf ( '\n INIT ENV STATE \n' )

fprintf(' imu misalignment %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n', xe(1),xe(2),xe(3) )

fprintf(' plb static misal %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n', xe(4),xe(5),xe(6) )

fprintf(' gyro drift rate %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n', xe(7),xe(8),xe(9) )

fprintf(' stl to st2 misal %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n', xe(10),xe(ll),xe(12)

fprintf(' plb dyn bend mis %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n', xe(13),xe(14),xe(15)

fprintf('\n INIT FILT STATE

fprintf(' imu misalignment

fprintf(' plb static misal

fprintf(' gyro drift rate

fprintf(' stl to st2 misal

fprintf(' plb dyn bend mis

fprintf('\n INIT FILT COV -

fprintf(' imu misalignment

fprintf(' plb static misal

fprintf(' gyro drift rate

fprintf(' stl to st2 misal

fprintf(' plb dyn bend m is

\n' )

%10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n', xf(1),xf(2),xf(3) )

%10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n', xf(4),xf(5),xf(6) )

%10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n', xf(7),xf(8),xf(9) )

%10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n', xf(10),xf(ll),xf(12)

%10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n', xf(13),xf(14),xf(15)

RMS ERRORS \n')

%10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n',

%10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n',

%10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n',

%10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n',

%10.2f %10.2f %10.2f \n',

ee (I) ,ee (2), ee (3))

ee (4), ee (5), ee (6))

ee (7) ,ee (8), ee (9))

ee (i0), ee (II), ee (12)

ee (13) ,ee (14), ee (15)

%...Begin simulation

T SIM _ T SIM START;

fTrst pas__pl_t = i;

sim done = 0;

while T SIM <= T_END,

sim sequencer
if T SIM = T END, sim done=l;, end

slm_sim_plott_r(first_passplot, sim done)

if first_passplot_-l, first_pass_p _ot=0; , end

T SIM = T SIM + DT SIM;

end

eval(['save ', MAT FILE NAME ])

% eval ( ['save ', MAT FILE NAME, case string,

% ' FILT_RMS_ERRS TRUE_ERRS T_PLOT'] )

diary off

% use for single-case

% use for Monte-Carlo

N |! T7

%...End sim exec
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function iloadslm

%

%...STARLINE MANEUVER ILOADS

%...Purpose: to initialize constant variables and matrices for the
% SLM simulation

%...Version of: 02 May 90

%

%...Run Specific text matrices

MAT FILE NAME = 'orig_bsln' ;

DIARY_NAME = 'orig_bsln.dat' ;
COMMENT = 'Baseline Case';

%...Conversion constants

D2R = pi./180;
SEC 2 RAD = D2R./3600;

DPH 2 RPS = D2R./3600;

%...Sim timing parameters

T SIM START = 0;

DT SIM = I;

DT SLM = i;

T START MEAS = 5;

%...Maneuver parameters

man size = [ 90 90] .*D2R ;
MAN RATE = 0.2 .*D2R ;

T_MAN(1) = I./MAN_RATE.*man_size(1) + T START MEAS ;
T_MAN(2) = l./MAN_RATE.*man_size(2) + T_--MAN(I[ :
T END = i0;

T END = T MAN(2) + 50.*DT SIM;

MAN AXES = [ 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000;
-0.1840 0.9829 0.0000;

0 0 0 ]' ;

star_table;

%...Measurement parameters

STAR PAIRS = [ ii0 Iii;
110 112;

iii 112;

0 0];

ST ID ARRAY = [ 1 2;
1 2;

1 2;

0 0];
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%...STS inertia (not currently used)

% I STS = [ 959576. 3146. -252978.

& 3146. 7178685. -778.

& -252978. -778. 7529715. ];

%...Initial STS attitude

M BSTS TO I = [ 0.9829 0.1840 0
-0.1840 0.9829 0

0 0 1 ];

%...Transformationmatrices

M BAFE TO BSTS = eye(3);

m stsnb to stl = [-.0056491 .9994101 -.0338744
.9894338 .0006786 -.1449833

-.1448747 -.0343355 -.9888540 ];

m stsnb to st2 = [-.9662658 -.1833851 .1808317
-.1839513 .0000000 -.9829353

.1802558 -.9830411 -.0337339 ]';

c_stsnb_p ang = cos( 10.6 .*D2R);

s_stsnb p_ang = sin( I0.6 .*D2R) ;

m_bsts to stsnb _ [ c_stsnb_/q_ang 0 s_stsnb_p_ang
0 1 0

-s_stsnbp_ang 0 c_stsnb_p_ang ];
M BSTS TO ST1 = m stsnb to stl * m bsts to stsnb ;

M--BSTS TO ST2 = m--stsnb to st2 * m--bsts to stsnb ;

M--ST1 TO BAFE z (_ BSTS TO ST1 * M--BAFE TO BSTS)' ;

M--STI--TO--ST2 = M BSTS TO ST2 * M BSTS TO ST1' ;

%...Expected 1-sigma values of error sources

SIG STS IAL - [ 82; 82; 82 ] .* SEC 2 RAD ;

SIG SB _ [ 1200; 1200; 1200 ] .* SEC 2 RAD ;

SIG DB IC = [ 24; 24; 24 ] .* SEC 2 BAD ;

SIG DYN BEND= [ 24; 24;
SIG GD = [ .01; .01;

SIG ST1 = [ 60; 60;

SIG--ST2 = [ 60; 60;

TAU DB = [ 400; 400;

i w

24 ] .* SEC 2 PAD ;

.01 ] .* DPH_2_RP$ ;
60 ] .* SEC 2 RAD ;

60 ] .* SEC 2 RAD ;

400 ] ;
m

ST MEAS VAR = 225 .* SEC 2 RAD.^2 ;

%...Correlation modeling flag

ALIGN CORRELATED = i;

%...Initial Environment State Vector

%...If random state derived from filter covariance, set to I:

DERIVE IC FROM COV = i;

SEED = 20174;

%...Alternate initial state vectors

% x sts ial = 82 .* rand(3,1)

% x sb = 1200 .* rand(3,1)
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%
%

%

%

%

%

%
%

x db ic = 24 .* rand(3,1)

x stl = 60 * rand(3,1)

x--st2 = 60 .* rand(3,1)

x_1:3) = (x sts ia1.^2 + x sb.^2 + x db ic.^2).^.5;

x(4:6) = (x--sb.T2 + x stl._2) .^. 5;
x(7:9) = [0.01; 0.01;--0.01];

x(10:12) = (x stl.^2 + x_st2. ^2) .^. 5;
x(13:15) = x db ic

% X ENV = x' .*SEC 2 BAD;

%...Plot parameters

PLOT FREQ = 1/5;

%...End iloads
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function star table

U STAR(:,110) = [ 0.0000; 0.0000;-I.0000];

U--STAR(:,111) = [ 0.0000;-I.0000; 0.0000];

U--STAR(:,112) = [ 1.0000; 0.0000; 0.0000];

U--STAR(:,113) = [ 0.5000; 0.0000; 0.8660];
U--STAR(:,114) = [ 0.0395;-0.0343;-0.9986];

U--STAR(:,115) = [ 0.0343;-0.2225;-0.9743];

U--STAR(:,116) = [ 0.0343; 0.9550;-0.2945];
U--STAR(:,117) = [ 0.1834;-0.9830; 0.0000];

U--STAR(:,118) = [ 0.9830: 0.1803; 0.0337];
U--STAR(:,119) = [ 0.9830; 0.0609; 0.1730];
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function slm init

%...STAR LINE MANEUVER FILTER INITIALIZATION

%...Version of 2 Mar 90

% Modified: 5 Mar 90

% 8 Mar 90 (correct rot. sense of m bsts to stsnb)

%...Purpose: to initialize the filter dynamics and covariance matrices

%...Initialize system dynamics

F FILT = zeros (15, 15) ;

F FILT(13:IS,13:I5) = diag( -I

X FILT = zeros(15,1) ;

./TAU_DB );

%...Initialize covariance

sig_afe_ial = (SIG STS_IAL.^2 + SIG_SB.^2 + SIG DB IC.^2).^0.5 ;

sig__plb = (SIG_SB.^2 + SIG_STI.^2).^0.5 ;

sig_st = (SIG_STI.^2 + SIG_ST2.^2).^0.5 ;

E = zeros (15, 15) ;

E(1:3,1:3) = d/ag(sig_afe ial.^2) ;

E(4:6,4:6) = diag(sig_plb.^2) ;

E(7:9,7:9) = diag(SIG_GD.^2) ;

E(I0:12,10:12) = diag(sig_st.^2) ;

E(13:15,13:15) = diag(SIG DB IC.^2)

%...If correlations are modeled, initialize off-ctiagonal elements of E

if ALIGNCORRELATED,

%...Init correlation between IMUmisalign and plb static bending

E(1:3,4:6) = M BAFE TO I * diag(SIG_SB.^2) ;
E(4:6,1:3) = E_1:3,4:6)' ;

%...Init correlation bet IMU misalign and plb dynamic bending

E(1:3,13:15) = M BAFE TO I * diag(SIG DB IC.^2) ;

E(13:15,1:3) = E_1:3,13:15)' ;

%...Init correlation bet plb static bending and star tracker misalign

E(4:6,10:12) _ M ST1 TO BAFE * diag(SIG_STl.^2)
E(I0:12,4:6) = E_4:6,10:12)' ;

* M ST1 TO ST2' ;

end

%...Initlalize misalignment transformation matrices

slm_update_transf;
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%...End slm init

%
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function sIm_update_trans f

%

%...STAR LINE MANEUVER TRANSFORMATION MATRIX UPDATE

%...Version of 5 Mar 90

%...Purpose: to update the time-varying transformation matrices
% which are derived from the state vector of misalignments

%

%...Using ist-order expansion, approximate misalignment transf's

M IMU TO I FILT = eye (3) - xmat( X FILT(I:3) ) ;

m--sb misalign = M BSTS TO ST1 * (e--ye(3) - xmat( X FILT(4:6) ) )' :
M ST MISALIGN FILT = eye(3) - xmat( X FILT(10:I2) T ;

m db misalign--= (eye(3) - xmat(X_FI_T(13:I5) ) )' ;

%...Update misalignment transformations

M BAFE TO I FILT = M IMU TO I FILT' * M_BAFE TO I ;

M--BAFE TO ST1 FILT =--m_sb--misalign * m db misalign * M BAFE TO BSTS ;
M--BAFE TO ST2--FILT = M ST MISALIGN FILT * M_STI TO ST2--* ...
-- -- M--BAF--ETO ST1 FILT ;

%...End slm_update_transf
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function env init

,

%... STAR LINE MANEUVER ENVIRONMENT INITIALIZATION

%...Version of 2 Mar 90

% Modified: 5 Mar 90

% 5 Apr 90

% 9 Apr 90

(to base random number seed on clock)

(change from svd to eig)

%...Initialize env system dynamics matrix

F ENV = zeros (15,15) ;

F--ENV(13:I5,13:I5) = dlag( -i ./TAU DB ) ;

%...Initialize static misalignment transformation matrices using

% Ist-order Taylor expansion

temp = eye(3) - xmat(X_ENV(4:6) ) ;% + ...

% 0.5*( X ENV(4:6) * X ENV(4:6)' - eye(3) );

M SB MISALIGN ENV = M BSTS TO ST1 * temp' ;

M ST MISALIGN_ENV = eye(3) - _nat(X_ENV(10:I2) ) ;% + ...

% 0.5*(X_ENV(10:I2) * X_ENV(10:I2)' - eye(3)

env_update_transf;

%...End env init

);
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function env_update_transf

%

%...STARLINE MANEUVER ENVIRONMENT TRANSFORMATIONMATRIX UPDATE

%...Version of 2 Mar 90
% Modified: 5 Mar 90

%...Purpose: to update the time-varying transformation matrices

% which are derived from the state vector of misalignments

%

%...Using 2nd-order expansion, approximate misalignment transf's

M IMU TO I ENV = eye (3) - xmat( X ENV(I:3) ) ;% + ...
0.5*( X ENV(I:3) * X ENV(I:3)' - eye(3) );

m db misalign = (eye(3) - xmat( X ENV(13:I5) ) )' ;% + ...

0.5*(X_ENV(13:I5) * X_ENV(13:I5)' - eye(3) ) )' ;

%...Update misalignment transformations

M BAFE TO I ENV = M IMU TO I ENV' * M BAFE TO I ;

M--BAFE TO ST1 ENV = M--SB MISALIGN ENV *--m db misalign * ...
M BAFE TO BSTS ;

M BAFE TO ST2 ENV = M--ST M_SALIGN ENV * M ST1 TO ST2 * ...

M BAFE TO ST1 ENV ;

%... End env_update_transf

6
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function sim_sequencer

%

%...SLM SIMULATION SEQUENCER

%...Version of 17 Apt 90

%-

%...Zero control flags

env_meas_thispass = 0;
env_att_prop_this_pass = 0;

slm_meas_this_pass = 0;

if T SIM < T START MEAS,

--MAN _z_ = [0;0;0];

%...lst measurement interval

elseif T SIM = T START_MEAS,

env_meas_this_.pass = 1;

slm_meas_this_pass = i;
STAR ID -- STAR PAIRS (I, :)
ST ID = ST ID _%RAY(I,I)

elseif T SIM = T START _S + DT_SIM,

env_--meas_this_pas s-= i;

slm_meas_this_pass = I;
STAR ID = STAR PAIRS(l,:)

ST ID = ST ID _RRAY(I,2)

MAN_AXZS = MAN_AXES (:,Z)

%... 2nd measurement interval

elseif T SIM == T MAN(I),

env_meas_thi__pass = I;

slm_meas_this_pass = 1;
STAR ID = STAR PAIRS(2, :)
ST ID = ST ID ARBAY(2,1)

elseif T SIM = T MAN(l) + DT_SIM,

env_--meas_thi__pass = I;

slm_meas_this_pass = I;
STAR ID = STAR PAIRS (2, :)

ST ID = ST ID _RAY(2,2)

MA_ AXZS = MAN AXES(:,2)

%...3rd measurement interval

elseif T SIM _ T MAN(2),

env_meas_thi__pass = I;

slm_meas_this_pass = I;
STAR ID = STAR PAIRS (3, :)

ST ID = ST ID _qRAY(3,1)

elself T SIMs- T_MAN(2) + DT_SIM,
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env_meas_this_pass= 1;
slm_meas_this_pass = 1;
STARID = STARPAIRS(3,:)
ST ID -- ST ID ARRAY(3, 2)

%...If not measuring, then maneuver

else
env_att_prop_this_Dass = I;

end

%...Call env and slm controllers with sequencing flags

%
%

%
%

%
%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

env control (env_meas_this_pass, env_att_prop_this_pass)
M BAFE TO I ENV

if ST ID _---i,
BAFE TO ST1 ENV

elself--ST ID _-2, --
M BAFE TO ST2 ENV

end

slm_control (sim_meas_thi s_pas s)
M BAFE TO I FILT

if ST ID =i,

M BAFE TO ST1 FILT

elseif--ST ID ==2, --
M BAFE TO ST2 FILT

end

xf =X_FILT*180"3600/pi;

diary off

fprintf('\n T_SIM = %6.2f \n', T_SIM)
diary on

fprintf(' FILT STATE - ARC SEC \n')

fprintf(' imu misalignment %10.2g %10.2g %10.2g \n',

fprintf(' plb static misal %10.2g %10.2g %10.2g \n',

fprintf(' gyro drift rate %10.2g %10.2g %10.2g \n',

fprintf(' stl to st2 misal %10.2g %10.2g %10.2g \n',
fprintf(' plb dyn bend mis %10.2g %10.2g %10.2g \n',

%...End sim_sequencer

xf (I) ,xf (2), xf (3))

xf (4) ,xf (5) ,xf (6))

xf (7) ,xf (8),xf (9))
xf (i0) ,xf (ii), xf (12)

xf (13), xf (14), xf (15)
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funct ion env_contro i (env._meas_thi s_pass, env_at t_prop_thi s_pass )

%... SLM ENVIRONMENT MODEL CONTROLLER

%...version of 7 Mar 90

% Modified 16 Mar 90

% 3 Apr 90 (to put env state prop before env meas)

% (also to fix coding error - F_ENV for F)
% II Apr 90 (to add state noise)

%...If this is a maneuver pass, compute new sts attitude

if env_at t_pr op_thi s_pa ss,

M BSTS TO I = imu model( M BSTS TO I );

M--BSTS--TO--I = l_rate_att_p?op( M BSTS TO I, MAN_AXIS, ...

MAN RATE, DT_SIM),
M BAFE TO I = M BSTS TO I * M BAFE TO BSTS ;

end

%...Propagate env state vector and update transf matrices

rand ('normal' )

F ENV(I:3,7:9) = M BAFE TO I ENV ;

phi - eye (15) + F_E--NV*DT_SIM + 0.5*F_ENV*DT_SIM^2 ;

X ENV = phi * X ENV ;

si--g,db env = [5_;50;50]./3600.*pi./180;

state_nolse = sqrt(diag(eye(3) - phi (13:15,13:15)^2) ) ...

.* sigo db env .* rand(3,1) ;
X ENV(13:I5) = X ENV(13:I5) + state noise;

env_update_transf

%...If this is a measurement pass, compute star tracker offset angles

if env_meas_thi s_pass,

[ V(1) H(1) ] = env st model( U STAR(:, STAR ID(1) ), ...

M BAFE TO I ENV, M BAFE TO STI--ENV );

[ V(2) H(2) ] = env st model( U_STAR(:, STAR_ID(2) ), ...
M BAFE TO I ENV, M BAFE TO ST2 ENV )

T MEAS = T SIM

end

%...End env control
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function [m b to i new] = l_rate_att_prop(m_b to i old, e_axis, w, dt)

%

%...LOW RATE ATTITUDE PROPAGATION FUNCTION

%...Version of 28 Feb 90
% Modified: 12 Mar 90

%... Purpose :
%

%

%
%

%

to update the body to inertial transformation matrix

as if an actual attitude state were being propagated

during a maneuver. Since this method uses a small angle

approximation to update the current transformation matrix,

the product w*dt should be sufficiently small to obtain

whatever required accuracy is desired.

%... Inputs:
% m b to i old
% e axis

%

% w

% dt

Descr.:

Current transformation, body to inertial

Eigen-axis about which maneuver occurs;
specify in body-axis frame

Maneuver rate, in radians/time unit

Time step, in units compatible with w

%...Output:
% m b to i new Updated body-to-inertial transf, matrix

%...Construct cross-product matrix of elgenaxis

e = e axis ;

ecross = [ 0 -e(3) e(2)

e (3) 0 -e (I)

-e (2) e (I) 0 ];

%...Approximate rotation matrix using 2nd-order Taylor expansion

wdt = w*dt;

m = eye (3) - wdt*ecross + 0.5*wdt^2 *( e*e' - eye (3));

m(l,:) = m(1,:)/norm(m(l,:));

m(2,:) = m(2,:)/norm(m(2,:));

m(3,:) = m(3,:)/norm(m(3,:));
m old to new = m;

%...Compute new body to inertial transformation

m b to i new = m b to i old * m old to new';

%...End l_rate_att_prop
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function [v,

%

h] = env_st__model( u i, m b to i, m b to st )

%... STAR LINE MANEUVER ENVIRONMENT STAR TRACKER MODEL

%...Version of 2 Mar 90
% Modified 3 Apr 90 (to include meas noise)

%...Purpose: to simulate the output average v and h angles from the

% sts star trackers

%... Inputs:
% ui

% mbtoi

% m b to st

Descr.: Source(s):

Inertial position of star

Body-to-inertial transformation

Body-to-star tracker transf

%...Outputs:
% v

%
% h

Vertical offset of star from center
of star tracker field of view

Horizontal offset

%...Transform star line of sight to star tracker frame

m i to st = m b to st * m b to i' ;

u st = m i to--s_ *--u i;

%...Compute v and h angles

v = atan( -u st(l) / u st(3) );

h = atan( u st(2) / u st(3) );

%...Add measurement noise

siq_st = sqrt (ST_MEAS_VAR) ;
rand('normal');
t = clock;

rand('seed',t(6)*7348)

fprintf('\n Seed for meas noise is %8.2f \n', rand('seed'))
bias st = 0;

v = v + sig_st .* rand + bias_st;

h = h + sig_st .* rand + bias_st;

%...End env st model
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function slm control (slm_meas_this_pass)

%... SLM EVENT CONTROLLER

%...Version of 16 Mar 90

% Modified 19 Mar 90
% 9 Apr 90 (to correlate filt and env propagation)

%...Measurement passes

if slm_meas_thispass,

slm meas

end

%...Prop filt state on measurement and manuever passes

slm_prop

%...End slm control

%
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function slm meas

%...STAR LINE MANEUVER MEASURES_NT PROCESSING AND FILTER UPDATE

%...Version of 19 Mar 90

%...Two passes are performed, Ist for V angle, then for H angle meas

for i = 1:2,

%...Filter's estimate for star los in appropriate st frame

u st est = M BAFE TO ST1 FILT * M BAFE TO I FILT' * ...

U--STAR( :, STAR ID( ST--ID ) );

if ST ID = _, -- --

u_st_est = M ST MISALIGN_FILT * M_STI TO ST2 * u st_est;
end

u st est = u st est / norm( u st est )

%...Construct from V and H angles the measured los

u st meas = [-tan( V(ST ID) ); tan(H(ST_ID) ); I];
u st meas = u st meas /--norm(u st meas)

m --

%...Measurement geometry vectors (ist 2 cols of b)

b = calc b vec

%...Measurement residual

del_q = u_st_meas(i) - u st est(1)

%...Mean-squared residual and residual test ratio (w/ 6-sigma edit)

eb = E * b(:,i);

ms residual = b(:,i)' * eb + ST MEAS VAR

r = abs(del_q) / (6 * sqrt(ms_residual) )

%...Update covariance (and resymmetrize) and update state

if r < I,

w = eb / ms residual;

w' % display weighting vector
E = E - w * eb';

E = E - tril(E) + triu(E)';

X FILT = X FILT + w * del_q;

slm_update_t rans f
end

xe = X ENV ./SEC 2 RAD;
xf =XFILT ./SEC--2--RAD;

ee =_iiag(E) .^0?5--./SEC_2_RAD;
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fprintf('\n ENV STATE \n')

fprintf(' imu misalignment %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' plb static misal %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' gyro drift rate %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' stl to st2 misal %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' plb dyn bend mis %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf('\n FILT STATE \n')

fprintf(' imu misalignment %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' plb static mlsal %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' gyro drift rate %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' stl to st2 misal %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' plb dyn bend mis %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf('\n FILT COV - RMS ERRORS \n')

fprintf(' imu misalignment %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' plb static misal %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' gyro drift rate %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' stl to st2 misal %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

fprintf(' plb dyn bend mis %10.2f %10.2f %10.2f

end

%...End slm meas

%

\n',

\n',

\n',

\nWt

\n',

\n',

\n',

\n',

\n',

\n',

\n',

\n',

\ nw i

\n _•

\n',

xe (I) ,xe (2) ,xe (3))

xe (4) ,xe (5) ,xe (6))

xe (7) ,xe (8) ,xe (9))

xe (i0), xe (ii) ,xe (12)

xe (13) ,xe (14) ,xe (15)

xf (I) ,xf (2) ,xf (3))

xf (4) ,xf (5),xf (6))

xf (7) ,xf (8) ,xf (9))

xf (I0) ,xf (ii), xf (12))

xf (13) ,xf (14), xf (15))

ee (i), ee (2), ee (3))

ee (4), ee (5) ,ee (6))

ee (7), ee (8), ee (9))

ee (i0), ee (ii), ee (12)

ee (13), ee (14), ee (15)
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function [b] = calc b vec

%

%...STAR LINE MANEUVER MEASUREMENT GEOMETRY VECTOR COMPUTATION

%...Version of 19 Mar 90

%

%...Cross-product matrices of star los in some useful frames

u i cross = _at( U STAR( :, STAR_ID( ST ID ) ) );
u b = M BAFE TO I FILT' * U STAR( :, STAR ID( ST ID ) );

u b cross = xmat( u b );

%...Include stl-to-st2 bending effects if this is a st2 meas pass

if ST ID = 2,
u st2 cross = xmat( M BAFE TO ST2 FILT * u b ):

b_I0:_2,1:3) = u st2 cross';
m b to st = M BAF--E TO ST2 FILT;

else,

end

b(I0:12,1:3) = zeros(3,3);
m b to st = M BAFE TO ST1 FILT;

%...Compute remaining portion of b-matrix

b(1:3,1"3) ffi( m b to st * M BAFE TO I FILT' * u i cross )';

b(4:6,1:3) = - ( m b to st *--u b cross )'; ----

b(7:9,1:3) = zeros(3,3);

b(13:15,1:3) = b(4:6,1:3);

%...End calc b vec

function x = xmat(v)

x = [ 0 -v(3) v(2)

v(3) 0 -v(1)

-v(2) v(1) 0

%...End cross

];
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function slm_prop

%

...STAR LINE MANEUVER PROPAGATION FUNCTION

...Version of 19 Mar 90

%...Update the portion of the filter dynamics matrix which

% transforms the gyro drift rate vector into an IMU alignment

% perturbation

F FILT(I:3,7:9) = M BAFE TO I FILT;

%...Approximate state transition matrix

phi = eye (15) + F_FILT*DT_SLM + 0.5 * F_FILT^2 * DT_SLM^2;

%...Propagate filter state vector

X_FILT = phi*X_FILT;

%...Construct random noise portion of the ECRV which models

% dynamic bending

q_db = diag((eye(3) - phi(13:15,13:15)^2

%...Propagate filter covariance

E = phi * E * phi' ;

E(13:15,13:15) = E(13:15,13:15) + q_db ;

%...Update transformation matrices

slm_update_transf

%...End propagation

%

) * SIG DYN BEND.^2 );
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function slm_sim_plotter (first_pass, sire_done)

%

%...STAR LINE MANEUVER PLOTTING FUNCTION

%...Version of 20 Mar 90

% Modified: 26 Mar 90

%...Initialize plot variables if Ist pass

if firstpass,
PLOT ARRAY SIZE = T END./DT SIM.*PLOT FREQ + I;

FILT--RMS E_%S = zeros (15, PDOT ARRAY SIZE);

TRUE ERRS = zeros (15, PLOT ARRAY SIZE);

T PL_T = zeros(l, PLOT ARRAY SIZE);

end

%...Fill plot arrays

if rem(T_SIM, I/PLOT_FREQ) -_- 0,
i = T_SIM.*PLOT_FREQ + I;
FILT RMS ERRS(:,i) = diag(E).^0.5

TRUE--ERP_(:,i) = (X_ENV - X_FILT)
T PLOT(i) = T SIM;

end

./SEC 2 RAD;

./SEC 2 RAD;

%...Perform plotting if sim is finished

if sim done,
for i = 1:PLOT ARRAY SIZE,

ial lilt rss(:,i) = norm(FILT_RMS ERRS(I:3, i));
sb _ilt_rss(:,i) = norm(FILT_RMS__ERRS(4:6,i)) ;

i

gd_filt_rss (:, i)

st_filt_r ss (:,i)
db filt_rss (:,i)
ial err rss(:,i)

sb err rss(:,i)

gd_err_rss (:,i)
st err rss(:,i)

db err rss(:,i)

-- norm(FILT_RMS_ERRS (7: 9,i) ) ;

= norm (FILT RMS__ERRS (I0 :12, i) );

= norm (FILT_RMS_ ERRS (13: 15, i) );
= norm(TRUE ERRS(I:3, i));

- norm (TRUE_ERRS (4: 6,i) );

= norm(TRUE_ERRS (7: 9, i) );

= norm(TRUE_ERRS (i0:12, i) );

= norm (TRUE_ERRS (13 :15, i ));
end

ftime = fix (clock) ;

fprintf ('In Sim finished at ')

fprintf ('%2. Of: %2. Of: %2. Of, ',ftime (4), ftime (5), ftime (6))

fprintf ('%2.0f/%2.0f/%4. Of \n', ftime (2), ftime (3), ftime (I))
fprintf('\n Hit any key to begin plotting... \n')

pause

plot (T_PLOT, ial_filt_rss, ' ',T PLOT, ial_err_rss,
title('Filter RMS, True Errors T)

xlabel ('time, sec' )

ylabel ('RSS IMU Alignment, arcsec' )

pause

)-,)
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plot(T PLOT, sb filt rss•' ' T PLOT•sb err rss,
title ('Filter _4S, True Errors' )

xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('RSS PLB Static Bending, arcsec' )

pause

.-,)

plot (T_PLOT, gd_filt_rss, ' ',T_PLOT• gd_err_rss,
title ('Filter RMS, True Errors')

xlabel('time, sec')

ylabel ('RSS Gyro Drift Rate, deg/hr')

pause

.-.)

plot(T PLOT, st filt rss,' ' T PLOT, st err rss,
title('Filter RMS, True Errors')

xlabel('time, sec')

ylabel('RSS ST1 to ST2 misalign, arcsec')

pause

,-.)

%

%

%

%

%

%

%
%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

plot(TPLOT, db_filt_rss,'.',T_PLOT, db_err_rss,
title('Filter RMS, True Errors')

xlabel('time, sec')

ylabel ('RSS PLB Dyn Bending, arcsec')

pause

plot(T_PLOT, ial_filt rss)
title('Filter RMSMi_align Errors')

xlabel('time, sec')

ylabel('RSS IMUAlignment, arcsec')

pause

plot(T PLOT, sb filt rss)
title('Filter_MS M_salign Errors')
xlabel('time, sec')

ylabel('RSS PLB Static Bending, arcsec')

pause

plot(T_PLOT, gd_filt_rss)
title('Filter RMS MisalignErrors')
xlabel('time, sec')

ylabel('RSS Gyro Drift Rate, deg/hr')

pause

plot (T_PLOT, st_filt_rss)
title ('Filter RMS Misalign Errors' )
xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('RSS ST1 to ST2 misalign, arcsec')

pause

plot (T_PLOT, db_filt_rss)

title('Filter RMS Misalign Errors')
xlabel('time, sec')

ylabel('RSS PLB Dyn Bending, arcsec')

pause

.-,)
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plot (T_PLOT, Ial err rss)
title ('True Errors' )

xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('RSS IMU alignment,
pause

arcsec')

%
%

%

%

%

plot (T_PLOT, sb_err rss)
title ('True Errors ')

xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('RSS PLB Static Bending,

pause

arcsec')

%

%

%

%

%

plot (TPLOT, gd_err_rss)
title ('True Errors' )

xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('RSS Gyro Drift Rate,

pause

deg/hr')

plot (T PLOT, st_err rss)
title (TTrue Errors T)

xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel('RSS ST1 to ST2 misalign, arcsec')

pause

%

%

%

%

%

plot (T PLOT, db err rss)
title ('--TrueEr?ors T)

xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('RSS PLB Dyn Bending,
pause

arcsec')

end

%...End slm_simplotter

%
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%...SLMpost-simplotting script

%...User must load in the proper data file, or comment out the following:

load slmmats.mat

clg
subplot (221)

semilogy (tplot, FILT_RMS_ERRS (I, :), '-- ',t_plot, abs (TRUEERRS (i, :)), ':')
xlabel ('time, sec' )

ylabel ('IALI ')

subplot (222)

semilogy (t_plot, FILT_RMS ERRS (2, :), '--' ,t_plot, abs (TRUE_ERRS (2, :)), ':')
xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('IAL2 ')

subplot (223)

semi logy (t_plot, FILT_RMS_ERRS (3, :), '--', tplot, abs (TRUEERRS (3, :)), ':')
xlabel ('time, sec' )

ylabel ('IAL3 ')

text(0.6, 0.3, 'Filt RMS Errors --', 'sc')

text(0.6, 0.2, 'True Errors : ', 'sc')
pause

clg
subplot (221)

semilogy (tplot, FILT_RMS ERRS (4, :), '--', t plot, abs (TRUEERRS (4, :)), ':')
xlabel ('time, sec' )
ylabel ('PLBI ')

subplot (222)

semilogy (t plot, FILT_RMS ERRS (5, :), '--' ,t plot, abs (TRUE_ERRS (5, :)), ':')
xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('PLB2 ')

subplot (223)

semilogy (t_plot, FILT_RMS ERRS (6, :), '--' t plot,abs (TRUE ERRS (6, :)), ':')F

xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('PLB3' )

text(0.6, 0.3, 'Filt RMS Errors --', 'sc')

text(0.6, 0.2, 'True Errors : ', 'sc')
pause

clg

axis(J0 I000 -3 -I])
subplot (221)

semilogy (t plot, FILT_RMS_ERRS (7, :), '--' ,t plot, abs (TRUE_ERRS (7, :) ), ':')
xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('GDRI ')

subplot (222)

semilogy (t plot, FILT_BMS ERRS (8, :), '--' ,t_plot, abs (TRUE_ERRS (8, :)), ':')
xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('GDR2 ')

subplot (223)

semilogy(t_plot,FILT RMS ERRS(9,:),'--' t plot, abs (TRUE ERRS(9,:)),':')
xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('GDR3 ')

text(0.6, 0.3, 'Filt RMS Errors --', 'sc')

text(0.6, 0.2, 'True Errors : ', 'sc')
axis;

pause
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clg

subplot (221)
semilogy (t plot, FILT_RMS_ERRS (i0, :), '--' ,tplot, abs (TRUE_ERRS (I0, :)), ':')

xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('STMI ')
subplot (222)

semilogy (t_plot, FILT_RMS_ERRS (ii, :), '-- ',t_plot, abs (TRUE_ERRS (i_, :)), ':')
xlabel ('time, sec' )

ylabel ('STM2 ')

subplot (223)
semilogy (t_plot, FILT_RMS_ERRS (12, :), '--', t_plot, abs (TRUE_ERRS (12, :)), ':')

xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('STM3 ')
text(0.6, 0.3, 'Filt RMS Errors --', 'sc')

text(0.6, 0.2, 'True Errors : ', 'sc')

pause

clg
subplot (221)
semilogy (t_plot, FILT_RMS_ERRS (13, :), '--', t_plot, abs (TRUE_ERRS (13, :)), ':')

xlabel ('time, sec' )

ylabel ('DYNI ')

subplot (222)
semilogy (t plot, FILT_RMS_ERRS (14, :), '--', t_plot, abs (TRUE_ERRS (14, :)), ':')

xlabel ('time, sec' )

ylabel ('DYN2 ')

subplot (223)
semilogy (t_plot, FILT_RMS__ERRS (15, :), '--' ,t plot, abs (TRUE__ERRS (15, :)), ':')

xlabel ('time, sec')

ylabel ('DYN3 ')
text(0.6, 0.3, 'Filt RMS Errors --', 'sc')
text(0.6, 0.2, 'True Errors : ', 'sc')

%...End slm_,post
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APPENDIX B . THE PROGRAM MC POST

The Matlab scr/pt below implements the equations given in Section 4.1.3 of this

report. Inputs are N, the number of Monte Carlo cases, and conf_limit, which may be either

0.95 or 0.99. Defaults are assigned in the script, but the user may change these values via

the keyboard while the script is running.

The program requires that two arrays containing, along their rows, the true errors

and filter rms errors (as defined in the report) for each case. Only the last column of the

array is required. The arrays should be stored in a Matlab data file (.mat file). The

naming convention for these files is mc_case$.mat, where $ should be replaced by the case
number.

Note that case number 136 is excluded in the version below. This case was a

repetition of case 135.

PROGRAM LISTING

%--- SLM Monte Carlo Simulation Post Processor

N _ffi400
conf limit = .95

keyboard

Tru Errs All Cases = zeros(N, 15) ;
Fil_ RMS--AII--Cases = zeros (N,15) ;

for i=l :N,

if i=136, i=i+l;end;

eval (['load mc case ',int2str (i) ]);

Tru Errs_All_Cases(i, :) = TRUE ERRS(:,162)';
Fil_ RMS All Cases (i, :) = FILT--RMS ERRS (:,162) ';

end

%...Sample mean and std dev

tru errs est mean = mean( Tru Errs All Cases )

tru--errs--est--std dev = std( T_u Er_s AI--ICases )

filt rms est mean = mean( Filt RMS All Cases )

filt_--rms_--est--std_dev = std (Fi_t__Al--i Cases )

pause
clc

%...Confidence Intervals

if conf_limit-----.950,
z = 1.960;

elseif conf limit-=.990,
z ffi2.576;

else,

fprintf('Input value of

fprlntf('Re-enter')

keyboard
end

conf limit not allowable - ')
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chi2 io = gen_chi2 (N-l, z) ;

chi2_--up = gen_chi2 (N-l,-z) ;

conf int xbar tru = z.*tru errs est std dev./sqrt (N)

io co--nf l--im_sdev tru = sqr_((N---I) .;(tru_errs est std dev.^2)./chi2 io )
up_--conf--_limsdev_tru -- sqrt((N-I) .* (tru_errs--est_std--dev.^2)./chi2--up )

conf int xbar filt = z.*filt rms est std dev./sqrt (N)

io c_nf Yim sdev filt = sqrt_ (N---l)._(fil--t_rms_est_std dev.^2)./chi2 io )

up_conf_lim_sdev_filt = sqrt ((N-I) .* (filt_rms_est_std_--dev. ^2)./chi2--up )
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